my name is Jorkelly. I will be making a story about how people work together on earth day. This story is about four kids that
help save the planet of garbage.
4 kids that care about earth

Once upon a time there were 4 kids that cared about the earth and had a earth project because it was earth day. They were all
lucky, and they all got to do the project together. Their names were Stephanie. Stephanie is 9 years old and she is the oldest
one. Secondly, there is another girl named Amelia. She is 7 years old and she is the youngest. There is one boy named henry
and he is 7 as well. Lastly, there is another boy named James and he is 8 years old.
Stephanie had a idea on how to do the project. She said ‘’ oh! guys! I just had
the greatest idea on how to do the project.But we need a camera and-’’ Henry
interrupted Stephanie and said ‘’ how are are we going to get a camera? Amelia
said that ‘’We should sell a lemonade stand!’’ Everybody agreed and were
starting to make a lemonade stand.
Amelia had a idea on how to sell lemonade. She said that ‘’ We should all
have jobs!’’ Stephanie you find wood to build the lemonade stand. I go buy
the lemons, water , and sugar. Henry and James will put up papers that
say ‘’ come to 20th street and get some fresh lemonade! Price: 2 dollars.’’
Amelia said “ don’t forget to be at my house in at least 40 minutes!” They
all went to do all their jobs.
40 minutes later, they met at Amelia’s house and checked their list of things that they
need to do. Stephanie and the kids made the lemonade stand. Amelia set up the cups,
the water, the lemons, and the sugar. Henry and James saw everyone coming. James
said “ well, looks like we’re going to make that money because there are a lot of people
on this hot, summer day!” All of them cheered then started to get to work. While
everyone was doing some work, Stephanie checked her phone to see the camera and
it’s price. The price was 100 dollars.She showed the camera to the kids and they all
said at the same time that “it’s perfect”!
Henry looked at Stephanie’s phone one more time and said “ oh look! People give this a five star rating because they print out
perfect photos.” They got to work again and 2 hours later they were all finished and counted the money at the same time. They
had 102 dollars. Henry said that “We should buy a board to glue our photos there because it’s just two dollars.” Everyone
agreed and went to the electronic store. The only thing they saw were TVs, tablets,computers,and speakers. They all asked the
employees and there was one employee named jeff. He said that they were in aisle 6 and then they went to aisle 6.
They saw the camera and they saw two kids that wanted to take it too. The two kid’s names were Toby and Alexander. They
said “ we want this camera!” And he 4 kids said no. Toby and Alexander asked if they loved math because they love math
too. The four kids at the same time said “we love math!” James said how about this, let’s do a math battle on multiplication.
But it won’t be fair with just 4 against 2 people. There will be two hosts in the math challenge and there will each be two
contestants said James. Also it is going to be until 5 points. Whoever wins,gets the camera. Amelia said that she will be the
host with Henry. Henry agreed and they all started. First, came up Stephanie and James. Henry asked them what is 11 times
2? They answered “22!” Henry said 1 point for Stephanie and James! Then Toby and Alexander were next. Amelia said what
is 20 times 2? They answered “40!” Amelia said correct! One point for Alexander and Toby.
3 rounds later, it was a tie. Henry whispered to Stephanie and James and said, okay guys this is a hard one. If you get this
one wrong and alexanswer and Toby get this right, then we lose. Ok Amelia said. What is 27 times 2? They answered 54!
Correct! Said Henry. They got the camera and then paid 102 dollars. The camera was 100 dollars so the cash register gave
them 2 dollars for change. Then when they were done, they took the bus to the arts and crafts store and brought a board then
with the two dollars, they paid for it.

The four kids went home to grab 4 trash pickers and then took the subway to the park. But this time they took
Stephanie’s mom and dad to take pictures of them taking garbage and putting them in the garbage can. They arrived
at the park and James said “ we should have jobs like last time and-“ Amelia interrupted but with groups of two.
Henry said that he will take Stephanie with her to the slides and grab garbage to put it in the garbage can. And
Amelia said “ I will take James to the basketball court. There is a lot of garbage there. Stephanie’s dad had a spare
camera and took pictures at Henry and Stephanie and Stephanie’s mom took pictures of Amelia and James. When
Stephanie’s mom and dad took out the pictures in the camera, they showed the 4 kids the photos and said that they
liked it. They took the subway back home to make the project for tomorrow.
they got to Stephanie’s house and took out the things they buyed. Stephanie remembered that she had markers, pencils, and
glue. She got them and said “ look I got the things we could color and stick the photos with.” Then they all got to work. Henry
and James said that they should be in groups to work on the project. James and Henry are one group and Amelia and
Stephanie are groups too. When they all finished the project they showed each other on what they did. The kids accepted
each other’s work and then they showed Stephanie’s parents. They approved too. It was 7 pm when they finished doing the
project. It was time to go to sleep and share the project tomorrow. Each of the three kids parents picked them up and went to
bed.

It was 6:00 in the morning and each and everyone of the kids we’re exited. They took a shower, put on their uniforms,ate
breakfast and prepared their backpacks. Stephanie grabbed the board and went to the school bus. The kids saw each other
on the bus and were talking about how exited they were to go to school and present the project.
after A lot of talking, they got to school. Their teacher, ms sage called multiple people up first. After that, they were up they
explained how important the earth was to them and explained why people shout care about the earth. They explained the
pictures and then ms sage said” great job!” you get an a+. They were all proud of them selves and one by one the four kids
said good job to one another.

as you can see, in this picture there are kids
working together to do something important. During
making this story, I was thinking that if you have
something to do that can involve a lot of people,
invite them and instead of doing the things all by
yourself do it with a friend or a family member and
remember when you work together, it makes things
fun, and better.

